We compute the Brown-Peterson homology of Mahowald's Xk spectrum which is the Thorn spectrum induced from SlJ2k_xS2 -> Ci2S3 -BO, and the edge homomorphism of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence for 7tm(Xk). We then compute the nonnilpotent elements of n,(Xk) ■
The paper is organized as follows: In §1 we recall and define the various Thorn spectra. In particular, we recall the Thorn splitting in [32] . In §2 we construct a map from Ravenel's T(k) spectrum to Mahowald's Xk spectrum. In §3 we prove Theorem A. In §4 we compute the nonnilpotent part of n*(Xk) and prove Theorem B. In §5 we prove the various noncommutative ring spectra with commutative homology. In §6 we prove two vanishing lemmas which we need to prove Theorem B.
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The various Thom spectra
Given a connected //-space 7 and an //-map y/ : L -> BO, the resulting Thom spectrum Th(^) is a ring spectrum with a two-sided unit [8, 19] . If 7 and BO admit associating homotopies compatible under y/, then Th(y) is an associative ring spectrum, and if 7 has higher multiplicative structure compatible with BO under ^,then Th(i^) has analogous structure in the multiplication of Th(^). Th(i//) is independent of the choice of the filtration and depends only on the homotopy class of y/ .
Th(i//) is (-l)-connected, and 7to(Th(^)) is either Z or Z/2. If y/ is nonorientable, that is, y/*(Wx) ^ 0, then no(Jn(y/)) -Z/2. Otherwise 7r0(Tlu») = Z.
For our purpose a ring spectrum is a spectrum with a multiplication which is associative and with a two-sided unit, but not necessarily commutative. Furthermore "a ring map" will mean "a map between two ring spectra which is multiplicative and carries the unit", otherwise "a map" even between two ring spectra is not necessarily multiplicative.
From now on all unstated coefficient groups are Z/2. A* is the mod 2 dual Steenrod algebra [21, 30] , and let c¡¿ be the Milnor generator, degd;, = 2' -1. Then as an algebra A* = Z/2[£i, £2, 6 • ■■■], and the coproduct is determined byA(&) = £?=oC/<8>6-We now define the various Thom spectra and recall the corresponding Thom splittings which we need later. Recall Ravenel's construction of T(k) [14, 26] . Let X(2k) be the Thom spectra of the maps QSU(2fc) -> QSU -> BU, where the first map is the usual inclusion, and the second map is the homotopy equivalence of Bott. Since QSU(2/c) is a commutative //-space compatible with BU under the above map, X(2k) is a commutative ring spectrum. Moreover, since X(2k) spectra filter MU, we have the following algebraic splitting. Proposition 1.1 [26] . As a left A*-comodule algebra, H,(X(2k)) S Z/2K?, e2, if, --» , ek] ®z/2Ï, where L is concentrated in even dimensions.
Then Ravenel and Hopkins [14] proved the following splitting by applying the analogue of Quillen's idempotent. Theorem 1.2 [14, 26] . There is a 2-local commutative ring spectrum T(k) such that X(2k)(2) is a wedge of suspensions of T(k), and H,(T(k))^ii2[ex,e2,e,,...,ek], where X(2k)(2) is the 2-localization of X(2k).
There is a real analogue of Ravenel's splitting in the complex case.
Let Q(SU(«)/SO(«)) -» Q(SU/SO) -* BO be the usual inclusion map, where the second map is the Bott equivalence. These maps yield the Thom spectra M(n) [32] . Furthermore, there is a well-known inclusion RPn~x -» Q(SU(n)/SO(«)) such that Recall Mahowald's Xk spectrum again. Let n: Sx -» BO represent the generator of tti(BO) = Z/2. Since BO is a double loop space, there is an induced map r: Q2S3 -> BO. Then one takes the composite map Q72*-i-S'2 -> £l2S3 -A BO, where /, is the zth stage of the James construction. These maps result in Thom spectra which will be denoted by Xk [8, 17, 18, 19] . Then Theorem 1.4 [8, 19] . As a subcomodule algebra of A*,
Then the main results in [32] are Theorem 1.5. M(2k+X -1) is a wedge of suspensions of Xk .
We will give a brief idea how to prove this theorem. For more details see [32] . Sketch of the proof. By using Serre's spectral sequence, we prove that the usual inclusion SU(2A:+1 -l)/SO(2fc+1 -1) -> SU/SO induces an isomorphism on 71* for * < 2k+x -2 and an epimorphism for * = 2k+x -1 when k > 1. It is License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use known that the CW-complex J2k_xS2 has dimension 2k+x -2, hence we have the following lifting (up to homotopy):
where the bottom map is the delooping map of the composite CU2k_xS2 -» &S3 -^ BO = £2(SU/SO).
Then loop the diagram and thomify the resulting diagram to get M(2k+X -1)
Xk -> MO. This ring map / is the desired one. Since each map in the above diagram is a ring map and
are injective, it follows that fi maps H*(Xk) onto Z/2[£i, c¡2, c¡3, ... , ¿¡k]. For more details see [32] .
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.5. Since 7r0(M(2*+1-l)) = 7To(MO) = Z/2, not only are M(2k+x-l) and MO 2-local but also %*(M(2k+x-\)), tt"(MO) are of characteristic 2. Furthermore, since the natural ring map M(2k+X -1) -> MO induces an isomorphism on //,( ) for * < 2fc+1 -2,
is an epimorphism for * < 2k+x -2, so in the splitting
each polynomial generator in Z/2[a2, a4, ... , a^1^] is stably spherical. Finally, construct ring spectra 72*+i_-out of suitable wedges of spheres, satisfying //»(72t+i_i) = Z/2[a2, a4, ... , a2*+i_2].
Then using Lemma 1.6, one has the map
where the last map is the multiplication map. By the construction, it follows that the above map induces isomorphism on mod 2 homology, hence the map is an equivalence since Xk A 72*+i_1, M(2k+X -1) are 2-local. This completes the proof.
We finish this section by pointing out a remark we need later. 
where the map Xk -» //(Z/2) is induced by Q/2<:_15'2 -» Q2S3 since in [17, 25] , we know the Thom spectrum induced from the map ¡Q253 -» BO is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum //(Z/2), and MO -> //(Z/2) is the Thom class. (c) p»: Ht(M(2k+x -1)) -» H*(Xk) is a ring homomorphism.
A MAP FROM T(k) TO Xfc
In order to describe the comodule structure BP*Xfc over BP»BP we need the following map.
Theorem 2.1. There is a map g: T(k) -> Xk which carries the unit. Furthermore, g induces an algebra map on mod 2 homology which sends Ç2 to Ç2, 1 < z" < k.
The proof uses the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.2. If a map g: T(k) -+ Xk carries the unit, then the map g induces an algebra map on mod 2 homology which sends Çf to C;2, 1 < i < k.
Proof. Consider the composite map T(k) -^ Xk -> //(Z/2) which carries the unit, where the second map is induced from Q/2*-i^2 ~* &2S3. Since
this composite map is the unique essential map from T(k) to //(Z/2). Furthermore //(Z/2) has a complex orientation of degree 2k , that is, E_2CP2 -* //(Z/2). Hence this orientation extends to a ring map Z_2CP2* -» A"(2*) -* //(Z/2). So a ring map T(k) -* //(Z/2) which induces the natural embedding on mod 2 homology. This map is also the unique essential map from T(k) to //(Z/2). So the above composite map T(k) -» Xk -» //(Z/2) induces the natural embedding on mod 2 homology. But the second map in the composite map also induces the natural embedding on mod 2 homology. This completes the proof. where the two vertical maps are the Bott homotopy equivalences, the top map is the usual forgetful map, and the bottom map is the map induced by looping the quotient map. Proof. Let E¡ for i = 1, 2 be_complex vector spaces and E -Ex © E2 . Note that E®rC = Ex®Ex®E2®E2 = 7s © 7 as complex vector spaces. Then this lemma follows from the following homotopy commutative diagram:
QSU (7) -^-> QSU(7 © 7) -♦ Q(SU(7 ®Ä C)/S0 (7)).
Here the vertical maps are the Bott maps <I>o and <S>2 in [7] (6) is the linear transformation from 7i © 72 into itself, which is defined by a(ê)(X, X') = (Xeß,X'), where 0 < 0 < 2n, X e Fx, X' e F2, and 7, is a complex vector space for 1 < J < 2. Then it is easy to see the diagram commutes up to homotopy. This completes the proof. , where h is from Corollary 2.5 and 7 is coming from Remark 1.7. Since h and p both carry the units respectively, g also carries the unit. Then by Lemma 2.2, the map g induces the mod 2 homology as described. This completes the proof.
3. Computation of BP*T he difficulty to compute BP*Xfc is the ring structure and comodule structure. We will prove that BPtXk is a commutative ring in §5. Here we will compute the comodule structure over the Hopf algebroid (BP,, BP»BP). Actually one can easily compute BP*^ by using only the 2-primary Adams spectral sequence but it is hard to understand the comodule structure. So we rely on two inputs: Ravenel's description of BP»7(/c) and the map g: T(k) -» Xk in Theorem 2.1. That is, the map g: T(k) -► Xk induces a homomorphism from the Adams spectral sequence for BP*7(/c) to the Adams spectral sequence for BP*Xk . Hence we can choose the generators of BP.A^ corresponding to the generators of BP* T(k). Then this will tell us how to describe the comodule structure of BP*Zfc . However, we have to be very careful in one point since g is not even a ring map. We do not know if g" : BP,7(/c) -► BP*^ is a ring homomorphism.
Recall the 2-primary Adams spectral sequence. Let Z(2> be the integers localized at prime 2. The Adams spectral sequence E*2'* = Ext*;*(Z/2, //,(*)) ^ n*(X) ® Z(2) can be used to compute BPtX = 7t*(BP A X).
Let E = E(ÇX, Ç2, ¿b, ... ) be the exterior algebra on the Milnor generators. By a well-known change of rings isomorphism [ 16] we can replace Ext*;*(Z/2,//*(BPAX)) with Ext^'*(Z/2,//*(X)).
So the Adams spectral sequence we use is Ext¿'*(Z/2, 7/*(X)) => BP*X.
Recall that |¿| = 2' -1 and that
where bideg(<?,) = (1, |^,|). We will denote this ring by 7 .
We turn now to the Hopf algebroid (BP*, BP*BP), where BP is the 2- We also recall Ravenel's work on BP*7(/c) [26] .
Lemma 3.1 [26] . BP*7(/c) =• BP*[tx, t2, h,..., tk] C BP*BP as a comodule algebra.
Lemma 3.2 [26] . In the Adams spectral sequence for BP»7(/c), Warning. We do not even know that g*(t¡tj) = t¡tj , or g*(v¿Vj) = v¡Vj, since g» is not even a ring map. We only choose the generators t¡ in BPtXk corresponding to the generators ti in BP*7(/c), and v¡ in BP*^ corresponding to Vi in BP» T(k), this is via the 7^-terms level.
However, since g : T(k) -> Xk carries the unit, i.e.,
BP A S° -^U BP A T(k)
II lAgi
BPa5° -^-BPAXfc
commutes, where z/: S0 -> 7(/c), rj: S° -» Xfc are units, so in g» : BP»7(/c) -» BP»Xfc, g*(v¡Vj) = u,u,-for k < i < j. Thus the BP»-module structure is completely determined. To finish the proof, it remains to prove that the generators t¡ in BPtXk have the correct coaction over BP»BP as the standard generators t¡ in BP»7(fc).
Since g» induces a ring map from the associated bigraded vector space of BP*7(/c) to the associated bigraded vector space of BP*Xk , this is due to the fact that the homology is a ring map, so
•?*('«■ t'2 •■'tim) = lhlh ■ ■ ■ hm + higher filtration. From the point of view of the Nilpotence Theorem [12] , if one wants to compute all the nonnilpotent elements of nt(Xk), then one needs to compute the edge homomorphism of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence for n»(Xk). So in this section we start to compute this edge-homomorphism. Then we use the 2-primary Adams spectral sequence for n*(Xk) to compute a certain range of the Adams 72-term. Finally we rely on two vanishing lemmas to prove some elements are permanent cycles in the Adams first filtration, hence in the Novikov zero filtration.
Recall that one has the map of Hopf algebroid where the first map is the coproduct map, and one regards BP» T(k) as a right BP»-module since BP» is commutative. Hence gx is right BP*-linear and gx is a right Y(k + l)-comodule homorphism due to the coassociative property of BP*BP. It remains to be shown that gx is an isomorphism. Obviously gx is injective, and t¡ e BP*BP, I < i < k, has the trivial right coaction over Y(k + 1), that is, g\(t¡) = i, ® 1 for 1 < i < k. Now from the coproduct formula of BP*BP, it is easy to see gi(tk+x) = 1 ® tk+\ ■ We then proceed by induction: Assume BP*7(/c) <g> t* ç imgi for i < k + n (here t* means Yl/;,/;2 ■ • • Um • where the sum is taken over the sequence z'i < i2 < h < ••• < im < k + n). To prove BP* T(k) ® t* ç im gx for i < k + n + 1, it suffices to prove 1 ®tk+n+\ •= im Si since if gx(b) = 1 ®tk+n+\, then gi(a/3*) = a®t*k+n+x for a e BP*7(/c). But from the coproduct formula again, g\(tk+n+\) = 1 ® tk+n+i +Y<m' ®t* ■> where k + n > j > k + 1, by the inductive assumption. It follows that 1 ® tk+n+i € irngi • Thus gx is onto. This completes the proof.
The reader is referred to the change-of-rings isomorphism in [12 We reduce Theorem 4.5 to the following proposition which we will prove in §6. So r(2k+x -2) < (2j~x -l)(2/c+1 -2) + V -3.
But 2k+x -2 > V' -3, hence 2 < r < 2J-' -1 . Thus from Proposition 4.6, hk+j,o (I < j < k + I) is a (nontrivial) permanent cycle. D Note. In the above proof, we actually prove hk+x,o and^A:+2,o are permanent cycles, hence we need only to discuss 2 < r < 2j~x, i.e., j > 3 , k > 2. In Theorem 4.5, each /z^+^o (I < j < k + 1) is a (nontrivial) permanent cycle, represented by a homotopy class in n*(Xk) denoted by yk+j, \yk+j\ = 2k+J -2. Furthermore from the algebraic structure of the Adams spectral sequence, one can easily see hk+jlto ' ^k+j2,o (1 < 7i • J2 < k + 1) is still a (nontrivial) permanent cycle, represented by ~y~k+jl 'Jk+j2 m n*i-^k) ■ It follows from Proposition 5.2 that Xk is a noncommutative ring spectrum. However the mod 2 homology of Xk is a commutative ring, hence the associative bigraded ring from the Adams nitrations is a commutative ring. So if one wants to prove any two elements commute with each other in n*(Xk), all that is required is to check the Adams higher nitrations. in n*(Xk), \y~k+j\ -2k+j -2. Furthermore each yk+j is in the first Adams filtration, hence yk+j is detected by the Novikov E2'* or E\'* . But BP»Xfe is concentrated in even dimensions. Thus yk+J must be detected by E2'*. Obviously yk+x is detected by Uk e E2'*. We will prove by induction yk+j is detected by uk+y-i)+ decomposables in E2'* for 1 < j < k + 1. Assume it is true for 1 < j < m < k + I. Then we need to prove y~k+(m+i) *s detected by Uk+m+ decomposables in E2'*. Suppose not, then yk+(m+\) would be detected by decomposables in E2 • *. By the induction assumption, one would have y~k+(m+\) = decomposables + Novikov higher filtration. However this contradicts the Adams spectral sequence. Hence each u, (k < i < 2k) is a permanent cycle in the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence, represented by a homotopy class y¡ e n*(Xk), i.e., y, = yi+x+ decomposables. Thus by Theorem 4.9, each y, e n,(Xk) (k < i < 2k) is nonnilpotent. It remains to prove yi¡yi2 = yi2yit in n*(Xk) for k < ix < i2 < 2k-1. But this follows from Theorem 4.7. □
NONCOMMUTATIVITY
In this section we will make some remarks on the noncommutativity on the spectra Xk, M(n), and BP A Xk and on the commutativity on H*(Xk), H,(M(n)), and BP»X¿.
Recall the following theorem due to M. Hopkins. Proof. We first prove that Xk (k > 1) is a noncommutative ring spectrum.
Since the pull-back of the first Stiefel-Whitney class is nonzero for Q/2*-i^2 ~* BO (k > I), then no(Xk) = Z/2, that is, the unit is the invertible element of order two. If Xk were a commutative ring spectrum, then Xk would be a wedge of suspensions of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra by using Theorem 5.1. So the cohomology of Xk were a free module over the Steenrod algebra, and one has the ring map Xk -> //(Z/2), which would induce cohomology injective, a contradiction. An analogous argument holds for M(n) (n > 2). So it remains to prove that BP A Xk is a noncommutative ring spectrum. For this, the analogous arguments as above can be applied to the map BP A Xk -* //(Z/2) A 7/(Z/2) --> H(Z/2), where the maps BP --> //(Z/2), Xk -► //(Z/2) are the usual maps respectively, and the second map is the usual multiplication map of the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum //(Z/2). This completes the proof. Proof. Since H*(£lJ2k_xS2) and //»(Q(SU(az)/SO(m))) are commutative rings, via Thom isomorphism, the proof follows immediately. Now it remains to prove that BP*X^ is a commutative ring. As described in the introduction, the proof will rely on the following:
Then the commutativity of BP»^ will follow from Im/* ç Im/z, since /z*, fi are ring maps, BP, T(k) is a commutative ring, and /* is injective. Step 2. fi(BPtXk) ç (BP»/4) ®z/2 Z/2[7_i, 72, ... , 4]. By an argument analogous to that in step 1, one has f*(t¡) = t¡ for i < k -I, and fi(tk) = tk or fi*(h) = tk + Vk-This completes the proof of Theorem 5.4.
The vanishing lemmas
In this final section we will prove the two vanishing lemmas, Propositions 4.6 and 4.8, by Proposition 4.4 and a very basic argument. Claim. Let « = min(z'i, z'2, ¿3, ..., z'r+i) in the whole sum of (*). Then r + 1 < 2J_"_1 -1. Furthermore if r+ 1 -2-/~"~1 -1, then in the whole sum of (*) (a) Yp, 2í>(2*+¿ -1) = 2u(2k+J -1) or (b) the number of 2"(2¿+1 -1) 's is (2J~U~X -2) and there is only one p such that 2i-(2k+i" -1) = 2"+1(2fc+1 -1) or 2"(2*+2 -1). That is to say, no p such that 2fr(2*+* -1) = 2u+2(2k+x -1), or 2"(2fc+3 -1), or 2"+3(2*+1 -1), or 2"(2fc+4-l),..., etc.
Proof. We prove r+l < 2i~u~x -1. Combining cases 1 and 2, we prove r + 1 < 2-/~"~1 -1.
2*+1(2" -l) > 2" -3 since 0<«<j-2<Jfe-l => 2" • 2k+x > 2k+x + 2" -3 2k+u+\ >2k + 2k-" + 2" -3 =* 2k+u+x + 3 • 2" > 2>~x + 2J-U~l + 4 • 2" -3 since 1 < j < k + 1 2*+;' -27'-1 -3 • 2"+fc+1 +3-2" + 4 • 2/c+"+1 -4 • 2" > 2k+j + 2j~"~x -3
This proves that in the whole sum of (*), there is not more than one p such that 2'p(2fc+^-l) = 2"+1(2A:+1-l).
Moreover, 2U+X(2k+X -1) is the smallest term in the whole sum of (*) which is bigger than 2"(2fc+1 -1). This finishes the proof of the second statement. D Consider a partition of the whole sum of (*), i.e., 2'"(2*+^ -1) = Yiuilk+iu+u' -l) + ^2"+''(2*+^+2'' -1)
where r+l = lu + lu+i+lu+2-\-\-lq • u + iq-u <j-2, and 1 < z'i < i2 < h < ¿4 < • • • < lq-u < j -u -2. Now from the claim and the partition, we come to our key observations:
in this case z'i = 1, lu+i = l'u+x + 1, and l'u+x > 0.
If the assumption were true, we would have a contradiction in the following cases: (i) case (B) (7i = 1), and
+ (2l'u+i+2^lu+2 + ---+ 21^lq).
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The left side of (**) is divisible by 2" , so the right side is also divisible by 2" .
Since 0 < u < j -2, (r -2) is divisible by 2" . Hence in (**), after dividing by 2" , one has Y^ 2k+Ju+i + (-V We are ready to get a contradiction from the above equality. If ;'» > 1, then k + jt -1 -(j -u -2) > u + 1, so the left side is divisible by 2J~U~2 . Hence the right side is also divisible by 2j~u~2. However, in the right side 2k+J~u~x is divisible by 2j~"~2 since (k + j -u -1) -(j -u -2) > k + 1. It follows that (aß1 + a¡^x2l-x + ---+ ax2 + a0)/2"+1 would be divisible by 2^-"-2. But (aß1 + a¡_x2l~x H-h âi2 + a0)/2"+1 is positive integer since r > 3, so in r -2 = aß1 + íz/_i2/_1 H-\-aß' -\-1-ax2 + ao, l > l • a¡• = 0 for i < u, and there exists a¡ = 1 for some z > u +1. Moreover r + 1 < 2-i~u~x -1 from the claim, so I < j -u-2. where s < j -u -2 and I -u< j -2u -2.
In the following, unless otherwise stated, we are using the following ambiguous notation: in 27,-"-2^2fc+;,+1,. _ j)
l'« Note. In the above equality, if z'2 -2 = 0, then lu+2 can be canceled by [E/" 2 2'2_2(2fc+^+3* -1)]. So one has au+2 + 1 = 2 or 1 depending on au+2, hence one can determine bx. Then repeat the same argument as above, i.e., moving bx into the right side (if necessary), then dividing by 2 (if necessary). Hence we have a similar form on the right side of the resulting equality, i.e., (a/2/~"-3+iZ/_12/~"~4H-+au+ß+au+y +1). If we continue the above process, we would have in (***), the right side is divisible by 2u,_(u+1) since j-2u-3<k + j-u-l and w-(u+l)<l-u-l < j -2u-3, hence the left side is also divisible by 2«;-(«+i) since k + ju+lt.-\-j + 2u + 3>2, (T,iw2k+ju+'-'-x) is divisible by 2w-(«+i). Hence in (-bt2'-b,-X2'-x-bx2-b0), b¡ = 0 for i<w-u-2. In (***), after dividing by 2"'_("+1), one has y^ 2k+Ju+i.. Then by an analogous argument to that in case (1), one finds a contradiction. for k > ji > j2 > 1, 3 < r < 2k , ip>0, k+l>jp>l,and 2''(2*+^ -1) < 22k+2 -1 for each p . So one has the following basic facts: (a) 3 < r < 2k -1, (c)If (r-4) = aßl+ai_x2l~x-\-\-ax2+ao, with a,■ = 0 or 1 for each z',then there exists a,■ = 1 (r > 5) and / < k-l (since 2^-1 = 2k~x+2k~2+---+2+1).
Claim. Let m = min(z'i, z'2,13,..., z'r) in the whole sum of (*). Then r < 2k~u -1. Furthermore if r = 2fc~" -1, then in the whole sum of (*), Vp2i"(2k+J^ -1) = 2"(2fc+1 -1).
Proof. Since 2k~" • 2M(2/c+1 -1) = 22k+x -2k > 22k + 22k~x + 2^ -4 > 2k+h + 2k+h + (r -4) for k > 1, we have r < 2k~" -1. By the same argument as the claim in the proof of Lemma 6.1, it suffices to prove (2k~" -l)2"(2i+1 -1) + 2"+1(2fc+1 -1) > 22k + 22k~x + (2k~u -5).
But this follows from 22*-i > 2fc+1 -5 > 2¿ + 2^"" -5 for/c>l 22*:+i _ 2k > 22fc + 22k~x + (2k~" -5) =>> 2k+x -2k -2 • 2"2/c+1 + 2 • 2" + 2"+12/:+l -2"+1 > 22* + 22fc_1 + (2k~u -5).
Consider a partition of the whole sum of (*), i.e., (**) Express ~(2k~" -1) + Q in the form -¿^2* -bs_x2s~x-bx2-bo, where />, = 0 or 1 for each i ; then s < k -u -1. Moreover r -4 < 2fc_" -5, so if (r -4) = ¿Z/2' + a/_i2/-1 H-I-<z/2 + a0 , where a, = 0 or 1 for each i, then I <k -u-l, and some a¡ = 1 (r > 5).
The left side of (**) is divisible by 2" , hence the right side is also divisible by 2". Furthermore since 0 < u < k -1, 2k+jl, 2k+il are divisible by 2", hence (r -4) is also. After dividing by 2" . One has which is a contradiction.
When r = 3, 3 < 2* , so k > 2. Suppose 2'i(2*+7> -1) + 2h(2k+~Í2 -1) + 2/3(2/c+73 -1) = 2k+h + 2k+h -1, for 0 < z'i < z'2 < z'3, jx, j2, 73 > 1, and k > jx > j2 > 1. Hence z'i = 0, so 2fc+7i + 2'2(2k+^ -1) + 2'J(2*+^ -1) = 2/c+;'1 + 2fc+;'2.
If k -1 = ¿2 = z'3, then 2fc+7, + 22fc _ 2*-1 + 22* -2k~x > 22k + 22k~x.
Hence z'2 < k -2, and z'2 = z'3. Divide the above equality by 2'2 to get 2fc+7,-.'2 _|_ 2^+72 _ j + 2k+Ji -1 = 2/c+j1-'2 + 2k+J2~'2.
Then divide by 2 to get a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.3. D
